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EXECUTiVE SUMMARY

Lea Viandos de Ia Petite-Nation Inc is private meat processing company that slaughters
variety of species including horses In 2010 the company received $20 million

infusion from the federal government to help with upgrades to its meat processing facility
npj wvv meattractenev djo Liews 06 Qi canada Lit it edt
nvcr

Further in March 2011 repayable loan of $20 million was granted by Agriculture and
Agri-Food Canada for the purpose of improving and modernizing slaughter operations and
enhancing slaughter capacity in the plant

tarcctjAFC AAC affiche dofid- lJObb324293988dençjena

The CHDC was provided with full footage from two days and numerous photos taken by
an anonymous source at Lea Viandes de ía Petite-Nation on July 13 and 14 2011

September 26
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While the shooter sometimes made an effort to calm the frantic horses in the stun box the
vast majority continued to be terrified These attempts to calm the horses did not help to

ensure humane death In fact Les Viandes de Ia Petite-Nation has the highest
failure to stun rate of all the plants we have audited

On Day fully 59% of the horses had to be shot more than once with one horse

receiving up to 11 shots An additional 10% should have been afforded at least second
shot but were not

On Day 28% were shot more than once with an additional
requiring second shot

but never receiving it even though the shooter may have felt that additional shots were
required and attempted to do so but it appeared that the captive bolt pistol jammed

This is clear indication that good management cannot compensate for the many factors
that contribute to making horse slaughter in an assembly-line manner inherently
inhumane

Canadas Meat Inspection Act PART III Appendix states

Examination Inspection Humane Treatment and Slaughter Packaging and Labeling
79 Every food animal that is slaughtered shall before being bled

be rendered unconscious in manner that ensures that it does not regain
consciousness before death by one of the following methods

by delivering blow to the head by means of penetrating or non-penetrating
mechanical device in manner that causes immediate loss of consciousness

2g2cLhtm

As for government oversight even after the Canadian Horse Defence Coalition CHDC
had exposed other horse slaughterhouses and the many significant welfare problems
within them the Canadian Food Inspection Agency CFIA officials were again
conspicuously absent at La Petite-Nation

In some 20 hours of footage over span of days just one inspector or veterinarian

white hard hat blue smock and stethoscope worn around neck appeared at the stun box
overseeing the stunning of to horses for total of only 31/2 minutes He was present
for just minute 11 seconds on Day but no horse was in the stun box at the time

It is also very likely that number of horses revived on the suspending line given that

blood-covered captive bolt pistol was carried in from the suspending/butchering area to the
stun box area to be hosed off The amount of blood on the pistol leads us and our
veterinarian auditor to believe that it must have been used on horses that were already
bleeding out from the shots applied in the stun box This would give the plant an
Automatic Fail the same rating Natural Valley Farms/Natural Meat Company now
defunct Bouvry Exports and Viande Richelieu all received

The sheer terror of the horses was evident in the number of individual animals who
whinnied slipped and fell in the stun box including those who even whinnied after

receiving one or more shots Horses 41 and 54 on Day This would also give the plant
fall rating on the slaughter audit standards
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The poor design of the stun box with its plastic curtain separating it from the

suspending/butchering area added to the horses fear Many horses parted the curtain
with their noses to stare into the suspending/butchering area One horse stared into the
butchering area for over 20 seconds and number of horses were shot while staring into
the area thus resulting in an incorrect angle for the shot

While the shooter appeared to be diligent in hosing the front of the stun box where he
could see blood and brain matter not once was the stun box hosed thoroughly on the

inside where the majority of matter accumulated As soon as horse entered the stun
box they were met with dripping blood brain matter and excrement from those who went
before them

In addition the time between horses entering the stun box after the horse before them was
alarmingly short with an average of less than minutes see tables beginning on page
21

Adding further stress to the horses but which seems to be common practice in slaughter
plants was they were not provided with hay or water in the overnight holding pens Many
of these horses were thin and dehydrated and some in weakened state From the

Equine Information Documents EIDs photographed we know that many of the horses
came from the U.S from States as far away as Tennessee EID evidence indicates the
horses were purchased at Sugarcreek Ohio Shipshewana Indiana and Ontario
Livestock Exchange OLEX horse auctions

One horse on the night of the walk-through as seen in the evidence provided appeared
sick diseased or injured and was lying down putting him at risk of being trampled by the
others If this horse was in this condition upon arrival the CFIA officials and/or workers at
the plant should have segregated or euthanized him as humane slaughter regulations

require

Since January 2010 it is mandatory for all operators of CFIA inspected facilities in Canada
engaged in equine slaughter for edible purposes to have complete identity and medical
records for all animals domestic and imported presented for slaughter These records
are referred to as Equine Information Documents ElDs

CFIA Manual of Procedures Chapter 17 Annex sections include EID Elements List of

Veterinary Drugs Not Permitted for Use in Equines Slaughtered for Food List of Essential

Veterinary Drugs Permitted in Equines with 6-Month Withdaw Period and other
sections of information meant to inform how the CFIA intends to meet European
Commission requirements for horsemeat exports Appendix

The EID forms at La Petite-Nation uniformly denied any drugs given to the horses
including animals as old as 30 years who had clearly not been with the same owner for the

extent of their lives It is well-known fact that aged horses may exchange hands
numerous times Also there is

possibility that the required 6-month quarantine time for

some horses would contribute to sick equines becoming sicker and more infectious This
was evidenced in the footage as horses appeared to have serious eye infections that

went untreated

Upon our review the 63 EIDs examined received complete fail grade All have some
form of omission ranging from incomplete owners or agents information to the

disturbing
discovery of some horses whose descriptions do not match their pictures From food

traceability standpoint we found these results alarming

Canathan

CoiItuoii
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After reviewing aH the EIDs it is apparent that some auction houses are helping to

complete the documents on behalf of some owners or agents Consistent statements
such as 0Drug-free Six Months0 in the same hand writing and the same red pen colour
are written across the top

In the case of one Agent stamp is repeatedly used The use of stamp to fill in

government mandated document for the purposes of food safety at the very least sets

frightening precedent The governments directive is 0Signature of Agent0 not Signature of

Agent or reasonable facsimile

The sloppiness and inaccuracy in how these ElDs are filled out and the nonchalance in

how they are accepted by slaughterhouses that are federally sanctioned in Canada to
examine and oversee them is appalling

The ElD should be treated as stand-alone document for
traceability records all

information relating to that horse should be detailed on them and should be legible
complete and correct All pictures should be clear and securely attached None of this

has been done in the sampling weve investigated

stating always treated

some horses can be
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Of interest is the

potential preser
of months to

The fish Veterinary Journal Volume 63 Number 12

states The legislation is now in place EU Commission Reg No 504/2008 stating that

all horses in Europe must have an equine passport The legislation goes further to state
that any passport issued to an equine over six months of age will automatically be
excluded from the food chain

In view of these and other stringent regulations on European soil the CHDC questions
why the EC places its consumers at risk by allowing potentially tainted horse meat from
Canada to end up on dinner plates in Europe

As this report clearly proves Canada has faulty EID system that invites fraud and
permits horses of any age to enter the slaughter pipeline which confirms that the EID
system is far from guarantee that food safety is being addressed

The evidence also clearly shows that it is impossible even in modern designed facility

to humanely slaughter horses in an assembly-line manner

The CHDC has previously been in receipt of footage from Canadian slaughterhouses
killing horses The previous were from the 2010 investigations of Bouvry Exports and
Viande Richelieu as well as the 2008 investigation of Natural Valley Farms/Natural Meat
Company

canadian

Cozihtion
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After those investigations were released publicly and despite reassurances from the CFIA
and industry that conditions would be improved this recent investigation demonstrates
that fourth Canadian slaughterhouse is again in violation of humane slaughter
regulations

Based on the evidence and audit failure rating the CHDC calls on the CFIA and the
Canadian government to immediately close Les Viandes de Ia Petite-Nation slaughter
plant and adopt Bill C-322 an Act which will ban the slaughter of horses as well as the
importing and exporting of horses to slaughter in Canada

966FHe24

We conclude that horse slaughter must be ended in Canada and all equine
slaughterhouses closed
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INVESTIGATION FINDINGS

The CHDC was provided with footage and photos taken by an anonymous source at Les
Viandes de Ia Petite-Nation on July 13 and 14 2011 The raw images and footage can be
made available for review

Eciv1wntse
Noise levels are high in the plant from the machinery compressors and saws As horses

rely on sound as their second most important sense this is very likely distressing for them
It also seems likely that the noise presents both risk to the workers hearing and poses
hazard to being able to hear important messages between workers

It has also been shown that the bodys reaction to noise is similar to its response when
under stress Blood pressure and heart rates can increase and hormone and blood
cholesterol levels can change Exposure to too much noise can make person feel tired

posing an additional safety hazard to both the workers and horses

Horses ResDonse

The horses appeared fearful in this environment and
vocalizing was present Vocalizing

was prevalent throughout both days but more frequent on Day Many horses whinnied

multiple times some even after being shot Horses 41 and 54 on Day 10% and 17% of
the horses vocalized over the days respectively earning the plant fall on the American
Meat Institutes humane audit standards designed by Dr Temple Grandin

Also common behaviour for the horses in the stun box was extreme shaking from fear

Twitching and flinching was also common Instances of slipping and losing their footing
were also seen

As each day progressed and the stun box became more covered in blood the horses
became more resistant to enter it so had to be forced from behind with the use of what
appeared to be whip footage shows whip as the primary driving tool with plastic

paddles also used in the stun box

Lack of Food and Water in Holding Pens
The lack of basic provisions such as food and water are illegal according to the Meat
Inspection Act Given the dehydrated and thin state of many of the horses as well as the

long duration of their transport the provision of water is requirement ElDs show the

majority of horses came from U.S States as far away as Indiana Pennsylvania Ohio
New York Michigan West Virginia and Tennessee Not providing water at the slaughter
plant shows total disregard for the welfare of these already stressed and suffering
horses

Condition of the Horses

At least horses appeared to have some form of eye injury or infection in the slaughter
footage One horse appeared to have large tumour in his/her left eye Horse 29 Day
See photo in Footage Index

Many of the horses seen during the walk-through photos of the plant were very thin and
likely dehydrated Appendix Photos of other horses attached to EID forms also show
thin horses Appendix
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Severa horses in the holding pens appeared to be Thoroughbreds One very thin chestnut
with tag 9382 pictured below had saddle pad sweat marks on his back indicating that

he had been ridden perhaps even raced shortly before shipping to slaughter

had dried sweat

not temperature

AR0000289



One horse documented during the walk-through appeared too sick diseased or injured to
stand It this was the condition of the horse when it arrived he or she should have been
euthanized or segregated as is required by the CFIA

fljjrisecUon çc cpjish

Some of the horses documented during the walk-through and in the slaughter footage also
had additional USDA

kill-only and auction stickers on them One horse had stickers

indicating that he or she was likely put through the trauma of multiple auctions and multiple

transports

total of 104 horses and mules were slaughtered on Day further 60 were slaughtered
on Day

large number of horses were light boned with
partially shaved manes at the bridle path

This is common practice for racing Standardbreds horses used in harness to pull

carriages as well as Thoroughbreds show and pleasure horses Among the many horses

slaughtered were Thoroughbred and Staridardbred racing stock

Fauftv Documentation

One registered Standardbred was 4-year-old mare named Spill the Ink
descendant of Cam Fella She raced as recently as April 2011 only months before

being slaughtered
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Horse Breed Notes

There were wide variety of breeds including number of mules Below is sampling of
the breeds

Belgian

Standardbreds suspected 15

Paints 10

Percherons

Mules

Draft Crosses

Appaloosas

Transport to Quebec
Les Viandes de Ia Petite-Nation is located in St Andre-Avellin Quebec EID evidence
indicates the horses in this report were purchased primarily from auctions

ShIpshewana Auction Shipshewana Indiana

1200 kilometers from La Petite-Nation

Over 13.5 hours transport time

Sugarcreek Auction Sugarcreek Ohio
1050 kilometers from La Petite-Nation

Over 12 hours transport time

Ontario Livestock Exchange OLEX St Jacobs Ontario

845 kilometers from La Petite-Nation

Over hours transport time

Its probable that many horses were transported over number of days and many may
not have been afforded food and water during that time Not surprisingly great number
of horses in this report appear thin and dehydrated as their final days consist of shipment
to auction then auction to holding pen to long distance transport in crowded trailers to

overnight holding in the slaughter plant without food or water

12
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improperly Desiqned Stun Box
The stun box was seen to have many deficiencies

Most notably the stun box is too small for the large draft horses that are common here
The Belgian in this image completely fills this small space Like most of the other large

drafts he hit his head on the stanchion coming in to the box

13

The next image the step down as well as the slanted floor

room to allow gravity to
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dismemberment area
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The image below is from the front of the stun box The tong plastic curtain hangs on the
left where horses can look through to the dismemberment room short plastic curtain

lines the side of the box that opens from the bottom to allow the horses bodies to slide

through into the dismemberment area

ads With these

ed whip to et the

Many horses trembled very badly in the stun box and lost their
footing repeatedly Also

the floor of the box appears to be slanted which may also partially explain why so many
horses lost their footing in the box Another factor is likely the accumulation of waste and
blood from all the horses that went through previously

In the next two pictures the left side at the horses eye level is completely open which
allows them to took through it easily as this Percheron and Chestnut horse were able to

do

16

on the right was
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ImproDer Stuns

In total 51 to 61 of 104 horses appeared to not have been rendered unconscious after the
first shot on the first day 17 to 24 of 60 horses on the second day The shooters

frequently made second and third shots however many of these appeared to be
inaccurately placed

Many of the shots appeared to have been placed far too high on the horses heads on the

poll or too low between the horses eyes When the shooter would deliver second
third or fourth shot he would often do so to the far right or far left of the original shot If the
horse continued moving after this the shooter would then pith the horse by shooting him
or her at the base of the brain at the poll This is known to immobilize the animal but
does not render it unconscious

jfao ISL QOCEP/OO4/YO66OE/YOOEOn

Pithing unstunned animals is not an acceptable method of destruction as it is inhumane
It is essential on animals that have been stunned only for example when captive-bolts are
used on larger animals Pithing is also safety measure to prevent workers being struck

by the involuntary movements of stunned animal

The retracting bolt of the captive bolt pistol also appeared to become jammed in the heads
of number of horses or perhaps did not emerge at all leading to horses being hit

repeatedly and growing increasingly frantic with each failed hit

As mentioned above the angle of numerous shots appeared to be incorrect According to

the CFIAs own instruction manual Meat Hygiene Directive below the angle of the shot
should be from above directed downwards and at an angle towards the spine of the
horse The positioning at La Petite-Nation however appeared incorrect with the shooter

standing lower than the horses heads This is especially disastrous for the draft horses

Chapter 12 Page 22 Food Animal Handling and Slaughter Animal Welfare

Requirements

rxpdf
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Chapter 12 Food Animal Handling and Slaughler Animal Welfare Requirements

Horses

AOnex

51 Mechanica

Important factors

fli Handting anti Restraint

Horses vary great deals size

Handlsrg and restraint facilities must meet current iiE and
edustry stanciar it including OSIt requirOmente

Restraint facflties mud he adaptable and
appropriate to Iris size variation of the animals slaughtered

The reatrarirt facilities must be suitable for tie istor Ic stun the animal roan effectrve manner

512 Landmark anti approaches

Just above the intersectIon in of imaginary diagonal lines from the attachment of Oath ear to the medial
canthus middle corner of the oppoalte eye See FbI arid cJ low
Plan the trajectory as that the bcrlttravels through the brain cerebral frerriraplreres midbrain

bramristernj TIre
moat significant of these ale the midbrain and brainslem whicl are attIre level of the bottom of the attachment
of the ears See IaJ below
Hold and discharge the stunning device

per ridicular to the front of the slull

The frontal bone over the brain Is quite thin

Projectile Entry Point

it the attachnrent of

ri the inner corner of cacti eye to the tipper edge of tire attachment of

tile which is approrirma ly cite rich above the intersection of the

projectile which is approxirrrately one Inch above the Intersection of the

Arrow indicating entry posit into the skull and brain cavity

Location of the brainslam and midbraIn In tIre middle of fire skull

Is

Also according to the diagram the shot should be just above the point of intersection of an
drawn diagonally from each eye to each opposite ear Yet many of the shots delivered

appeared consistently too high or too low on the horsestm heads Numerous second and
third shots were either to the left or right of these initial shots and also appeared too high

The photo below of Horse 40 shot on July 13 2011 clearly shows where the first shot hit

the horse towards the right and the other hole is from the second shot

19

Midbrain Snd braIn stem
Projectile Entry Point

ri at each
eye to the upper edge
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It was also concerning that the shooters would frequently pound hard on the horses heads
with the captive bolt pistol instead of placing it against the target area which caused
unnecessary fear and

suffering to the horses in the moments before being stunned

As noted above there were on occasion two shooters The primary shooter appeared to

have had some training in working around horses and worked in reasonably calm
manner The other shooter whose primary job was to herd the horses into the stun box
appeared to be rough in his handling practices

In summary the many systemic problems at Viandes de Ia Petite-Nation resulted in

terrifying painful deaths for the majority of the horses documented with over two-thirds

being so frightened that their knees buckled trembled badly and lost their footing pawed
thrashed about or attempted to jump from the stun box

Approximately 40% of the horses having experienced the excruciating pain of bolt

piercing their faces and brains remained standing whinnying or flinching away from the

shooter when and if second shot was delivered One horse appeared to have
received up to 11 stunning attempts over the course of 31/z minutes Horse 33 Day

Contributing to the inaccuracy of the stunning process is the assembly-line speed at which
horses are moved from the stun box to the bleed-out room The chart below illustrates just
how little time elapses between one horse entering the stun box to the next horse going in

The average time is approximately minutes for horse to be shot and then passed
through to the bleed-out room The larger gaps in time indicate breaks when no horse

was in the stun box

With speed being the driving factor it is not surprising that the stun box is not cleaned out

properly between horses entering it and that the assembly-line slaughter of horses results

in numerous inaccurate shots with unnecessary suffering

Dayl

Time horse
Horse Video enters stun

box

11074938 1613

11074938 1732

11074938 1914

11074938 2237

11074938 2407

11074938 2540

11074938 2841

11074938 3018

11074938 3411

10 11082608 0038

11 11082608 0335

12 11082608 0500

13 11082608 0650

21
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Dayl Day2
Time horse

Horse Video enters stun

box

14 11082608 0938

15 11082608 1151

16 11082608 1410

17 11082608 1549

18 11082608 1850

19 11082608 1955

20 11082608 2333

21 11082608 2546

22 11082608 2752

23 11082608 2915

24 11082608 3412

25 11090239 0404

26 11090239 0624

27 11090239 0941

28 11090239 1437

29 11090239 1708

30 11090239 1836

31 11090239 2114

32 11090239 2325

33 11090239 2528

34 11090239 2811

35 11090239 3259

36 11090239 3455

37 11093915 0017

38 11093915 0424

39 11093915 3321

40 11101547 0035

41 11101547 0250

42 11101547 0524

43 11101547 0737

44 11101547 0939

45 11101547 2213

46 11101547 2356

47 11105218 0735

48 11105218 0909

49 11105218 1058

50 11105218 1409

51 11105218 1551

52 11105218 2014

53 11105218 2244

54 11105218 2418

55 11105218 2524

Time horse

Horse Video enters stun

box

14 11082557 0336

15 11082557 0530

16 11082557 0715

17 11082557 0914

18 11082557 1209

19 11082557 1450

20 11082557 1747

21 11082557 2011

22 11082557 2246

23 11082557 2446

24 11082557 2633

25 11082557 2914

26 11082557 3150

27 11082557 3617

28 11090227 0209

29 11090227 0343

30 11090227 1210

31 11090227 1455

32 11090227 1716

33 11090227 1955

34 11090227 2136

35 11090227 2330

36 11090227 2516

37 11090227 2811

38 11090227 3123

39 11090227 3445

40 11090227 3604

41 11093857 0058

42 11093857 0315

43 11093857 3300

44 11093857 3433

45 11093857 3620

46 11101527 0145

47 11101527 0307

48 11101527 0429

49 11101527 0632

50 11101527 0808

51 11101527 0916

52 11101527 1102

53 11101527 1237

54 11101527 1444

55 11101527 1635
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Dayl Day2
Time horse

Horse Video enters stun

box

56 11101527 1850

57 11101527 2116

58 11101527 2252

59 11101527 2641

60 11101527 2830

Time horse

Horse Video enters stun

box

56 11105218 2636

57 11105218 2839

58 11105218 3300

59 11112847 0026

60 11112847 1209

61 11112847 1539

62 11120517 3019

63 11120517 3435

64 11124148 0010

65 11124148 0158

66 11124148 0527

67 11124148 0655

68 11124148 1002

69 11124148 1203

70 11124148 1350

71 11124148 1645

72 11124148 3219

73 11124148 3349

74 11124148 3528

75 11131817 3430

76 11135447 0019

77 11135447 0205

78 11135447 0310

79 11135447 0507

80 11135447 0640

81 11135447 0746

82 11135447 0932

83 11135447 1156

84 11135447 1334

85 11135447 1657

86 11135447 1813

87 11135447 1940

88 11135447 2106

89 11143118 0908

90 11143118 1129

91 11143118 1313

92 11143118 1450

93 11143118 1813

94 11143118 1927

95 11143118 2105
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Dayl
Time horse

Horse Video enters stun

box

96 11143118 2251

97 11143118 2505

98 11143118 2633

99 11143118 2820

100 11143118 3310

101 11143118 3549

102 11150747 0120

103 11150747 0318

104 11150747 0455

Subject to the evidence provided by the footage we conclude that Viandes de Ia Petite-

Nation should receive Fail on of Core Criteria on the American Meat Institute

Slaughter Audit standards with possible Automatic Fail for Bleed-Rail Sensibility

Based on the evidence and audit failure rating the CHDC calls on the CFIA and the
Canadian government to immediately close Les Viandes de Ia Petite-Nation slaughter
plant and adopt Bill C-322 an Act which will ban the slaughter of horses as well as the

importing and exporting of horses to slaughter in Canada

bJarjc.ca/HousePubUcatons/pubjjcatjon_a nuaeEMode DoJd
51 59966FHe24

We have done our best at detailing the video in the attached Footage Index Short

compilations of the footage are available on our website at wwwdefendhorsesc2rjr

Sinikka Crosland

Executive Director

250.768.4803

Twyla Francois

Central Region Director

204.2961375

mts.net
Pour un interview en français contactez Dr Olivier Berreville 204.891.8136

Canadian Horse Defence Coalition

December 2011

150 First Street

P.O Box 21079

Orangeville ON L9W 4S7

24

For further inquiries please contact the undersigned
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VIOLATIONS OF CANADIAN LAWS

Meat Inspection Act Part Ill

Examination Inspection Humane Treatment and Slaughter Packaging and
Labelling

1IL WS JSJJCO LQJS/SOR 28 pqc2O hjj

Meat Inspection Act PART III

Examination Inspection Humane Treatment and Slaughter Packaging and
Labelling

621 No food animal shall be handled in manner that subjects the animal to

avoidable distress or avoidable pain

632 Every food animal that is obviously diseased or injured shall immediately be
segregated from apparently healthy food animals

64 Every holding pen that is used for food animals awaiting slaughter shall be provided
with adequate ventilation and shall not be used in manner that results in their

overcrowding

65 Every food animal in holding pen awaiting slaughter shall be provided with access
to potable water and shall if held for more than 24 hours be provided with feed

78 No food animal other than bird or domesticated rabbit shall be suspended for the

purpose of slaughter unless immediately before being suspended it is rendered

unconscious or killed by method set out in section 79

79 Every food animal that is slaughtered shall before being bled
be rendered unconscious in manner that ensures that it does not regain

consciousness before death by one of the following methods

by delivering blow to the head by means of penetrating or non-penetrating
mechanical device in manner that causes immediate loss of consciousness

80 No equipment or instrument for restraining slaughtering or rendering unconscious

any food animal shall be used by any person for those purposes
unless the person is by reason of the persons competence and physical condition

able to do so without subjecting the animal to avoidable distress or avoidable pain or

where the condition of the equipment or instrument or the manner in which or the

circumstances under which the equipment or instrument is used might subject the

animal to avoidable distress or avoidable pain

25
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AUDIT RESULTS

American Meat Institute Slaughter Audit Forms
LipLyaUjidh ht/a GetDourne tActionh 5j
Based on Dr Temple Grandin/American Meat Institute Audit
Date of Killing Wednesday July 13 2011

Core Criteria Effective Stunning
95% accuracy is required for Dassing score

Between 49%-59% of horses of total of 104 appeared to have been mis-shot and
showed clear signs of revival in the form of remaining standing standing back up and/or

head shaking 49%were shot two or more times with one horse shot up to 11 times
An additional 10% showed signs of not being rendered unconscious after the first shot but

were not afforded further shots while in the stun box

RESULT FAIL

Core Criteria Bleed Rail Insensibility

Any sensible animal on the bleed rail constitutes an automatic audit failure It is critical

that animals showing signs of return to sensibility be re-stunned immediately
0% tolerated

While we are not able to see into the suspension/butchering area the shooter carried

captive bolt pistol out from the area to hose it off as it was covered with blood This

captive bolt pistol was of different style than the one used in the stun box We question

why the pistol was so blood smeared Had it been used on horses in the

suspension/butchering area who had already sustained at least one shot and had blood

covered face or head

RESULT POSSIBLE AUTOMATIC FAIL

Core Criteria Slips and Falls only Falls counted and only in the stun box
1% or fewer falls are required for passing score

While many horses appeared to be terrified in the stun box lost their footing thrashed or
flailed only fell such that their body touched the floor

RESULT PASS

Core Criteria Vocalization

3% or less should vocalize provoked by stress or aaitaqfl

10% of horses vocalized some as frequently as up to seven times

RESULT FAIL
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Based on Dr Temple Grandin/American Meat institute Audit
Date of

Killing Thursday July 14 2011

Core Criteria Effective Stunning
95% accuracy is required for oassinq score

Between 28%-40% of horses of total of 60 appeared to have been mis-shot and
showed clear signs of revival in the form of remaining standing standing back up andlor
head shaking 28% were shot two or more times An additional horses showed signs
of not being rendered unconscious after the first shot but were not afforded further shots
while in the stun box In the case of Horse 30 this was because the captive bolt pistol
malfunctioned

RESULT FAIL

Core Criteria Bleed Rail Insensibility

Any sensible animal on the bleed rail constitutes an automatic audit failure It is critical

that animals showing signs of return to sensibility be re-stunned immediately
0% tolerated

While we are not able to see into the suspension/butchering area the shooter carried

captive bolt pistol out from the area to hose it off as it was covered with blood This

captive bolt pistol was of different style than the one used in the stun box We question

why the pistol was so blood smeared Had it been used on horses in the

suspension/butchering area who had already sustained at least one shot and had blood
covered face or head

RESULT POSSIBLE AUTOMATIC FAIL

Core Criteria Slips and Fails only Falls counted and only in the stun box
1% or fewer falls are required for Dassina score

While many horses appeared to be terrified in the stun box lost their footing thrashed or
flailed only fell such that their body touched the floor This horse Horse fell

repeatedly

RESULT FAIL

Core Criteria Vocalization

3% or less should vocalize Drovoked by stress or agitation

17% of horses vocalized some as frequently as up to six times

RESULT FAIL
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In summary at least 40% of the horses were not stunned after the first shot and according
to the OlE World Organisation for Animal Health based in Europe under Chapter 75
Slaughter of Animals the standards of humane killing of horses are not being met at this

facility

The EU bases their criteria on the OlE standard

httpJw oQr1 in enaoraI ndd_settiUjerest

Slaughter of Animals Horses Page 15

iwQLe fj drnhi Hq en/Hth dstal 2O chj 15pif
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NOTE

FOOTAGE INDEX LES VIANDES DE LA PETITE-NATION INC

NUMEROUS FIRST SHOTS APPEARED TO HAVE BEEN INACCURATELY PLACED
TOO HIGH ON THE HEAD
MANY SECOND SHOTS APPEARED TO HAVE BEEN AIMED BOTH TOO HIGH AND
TOO FAR TO THE RIGHT
MANY THIRD SHOTS APPEARED TO HAVE BEEN AIMED BOTH TOO HIGH AND
TOO FAR TO THE LEFT
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Horse Shows signs of injury infection or illness

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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WEDNESDAYS JULY 13 2011

VIDEO 11082608

Horse 12 This horse is seen in the video Pasture to Plate

0455 Small bay horse

tL

30

ts tot tn nC Us

0518 Both the shooter and the man moving the horses into the stun box

appear Shooter says AprŁs vous

0520 The drover shoots the horse

oter media ely sI he or it ie vitt ftc

rapti ol
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Horse 29 1O-year-d mare ISKH
ED Primary Location not filled in EID owner is using phone number
of agent
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Horse 31 13-yearoJd Belgian mare I9HH
Her EID photo shows that she was malnouri ED does not note white socks
EID on not flfled in phone number of agent
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Horse 33 9year-old Belgian gelding 1811
This horse is seen in the video Pasture to Plate
EID shows head markings as blaze not stripe as entered EID

Primary Location not filled in ElD owner is using phone number of agent
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Horse 35 15-s
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VIDEO 11093915

Horse 37 12-year-old Belgian gelding I9HH
EID shows owner and signed name do not match EID does not note

markings on legs EID Primary Location not filled in SD owner is using

phone number of agent

40
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0210

0245 Drover opens door to bleed out room

0300 Drover appears at front of box and hoses down his boots

0315 Drover hoses chin lift and front of box

41
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Horse 38 11 year old Belgian mare 18 IHH
EID Owner addr ill gible on originaf EID doe no not

rking on legs ED Pnm
ry Loc tion filled in ID owner using

phone numbe of agent
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0848 Shooter hoses dawn stun box
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Horse 39 12-year-old Belgian gelding I9HH
EID Primary Location not filled in EID owner is using phone number
of agent
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VIDEO 11101547

Horse 41 3-year-old Ctydesdale geldings I7HH

EID Primary Location not filled in EID owner using phone number of

46

agent
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Horse 43 13-year-od Belgian gelding 183HH
EID does not note markings on legs EID photo shows blaze not

stripe
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Horse 57
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Horse 63 Bay Horse
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VIDEO 11124148

Horse 64 12-year-old Standardbred mare 162HH
She is seen in the video Pasture to Platefl at 0209 in the video
Her registered name was Major Baby Her tattoo indicates that she
was 12 years old but her EID shows in the age box one number written

over with another EID owner using phone number of agent
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Horse 71 2-year-old Paint gelding I5HH
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1645 Young Paint horse with white stripe in mane
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rs to be on right side

sprays chin
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VIDEO 11143118

Horse 96

thc vithn Pfur fr Plf
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THURSDAY JULY 14 2011

VIDEO 11074922

Horse

60

Colour Key

se saps and 1Us

Brown Horse Shows signs of injury infection or illness

This horse is seen in the video Pasture to Plate

captive bolt pistol
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VIDEO 11090227
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Horse 29
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0359 Horse is shot with captive bolt pistol and falls convulsing

0415 Side of stun box is raised

0417 Shooter hoses down the stun box still in it on floor
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VIDEO 11101527

Horse 54

62

This horse is seen in the video Pasture to Plate

ne ac ire ed
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Horse 60
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Horse 57

the viden Pasture to Plate

Hndfall

UeJ th iqh

2729 Side of stun box is raised horse falls through
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OOkdH
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3027 Whistling is heard
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APPENDLX
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be reodwed norciren in mannet that cnuia
that it doea not nauin core iousness beboc death by

one of the ibilowi methods

Ii by delivering blow to the head by means of
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rabbit by rapid daeapitahon

SOB 50 iii
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shall be used by any person lot those purposes
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without suIeeling the animal in avoidable distress or

avoidable pain or
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APPENDXB

CFIA Manual of Procedures Chapter 17 Annex

tjp Wwwnspecton ac ca/%nqjsh/fssaJrneavarndnthI7/ sitii

It is mandatory for all operators of Canadian Food Inspection Agency CFIA inspected
facilities in Canada engaged in equine slaughter for edible purposes to have complete
identity and medical records for all animals domestic and imported presented for

slaughter These records are referred to as equine information documents

Table of Contents include

El Introduction

E2 Equine Information Document Elements

E3 Equine Description Terms

E4 Equine Lot Program

E5 List of Veterinary Drugs Not Permitted For Use in Equine Slaughtered For

Food With Canadian Brand Name Examples

E6 List of Essentiar Veterinary Drugs Permitted in Equine With Month

Withdrawal Period With Canadian Brand Name Examples

El List of Veterinary Drugs Safe for Use in Equine Intended for Food Production

for Which Withdrawal Periods Have Been Determined with Canadian Brand Name

Examples

E8 Frequently Asked Questions and Answers
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APPENDIX Contd

Equine Information Document EID Template

PDF interactive user4riendly individual animal EID developed for use by aquin
owners may be found at the Canadian Food lnspection Agency website

tp jyw jpecto qc calqno slj I624Qdf
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APPENDtX

Canadian Food Inspection Agency

List of Federally Registered Meat Establishments and their Licensed Operators

Last Update 2011/11/29

Ijflp acverpeii gc a/c
Telephone numbers

Ending with IF Fax Number

Ending with /l Inspection Number
Not ending with anything Location Number

at the end of the operators name means the establishment is temporarily inactive
The licensed operator of registered establishment has HACCP system prerequisite programs
and HACCP plans in place that meets FSEP requirements as required by section 29 of the Meat
Inspection Regulations 1990

Registration Name of the Operator Function Telephone
Number Addresss Codes Numbers

VIANDE R1CHELIEU INCJRICHELIEU MEAT
INC 450 788-2667

labehi 3x 450 788-
076 Location Address 6x 26221F

595 RUE ROYALE MASSUEVILLE QC JOG IKO 1IADGHLNR 450788-
Mailing Address

2061/I
CP 101 MASSUEVILLE QC JOG IKO

LES VIANDES DE LA PETITE-NATION INC
Also Doing Business As Name
LES CERFS DE BOILEAU

labcdeh

505
Location Address

3xfg
517 RANG STE-JULIE EST ST-ANDRE- 6xfg
AVELLIN QC JOV IWO IIADGHKN
Mailing Address
421 RUE ST-PAUL ESTBUREAU 200
MONTREAL QC H2Y H5

BOUVRY EXPORT CALGARY LTD

403 553-4431
Location Address 403 553-

506 SW 1/4 SEC 17TWP RG 25 HWY 3037/I

EAST FORT MACLEOD AB 403 553-

Mailing Address 3222/F
RO BOX 2024 FORT MACLEOD AB TOL OZO

CANADIAN PREMIUM MEATS INC

Location Address
657

3401 53RD AyE LACOMBE AB T4L 2L6

Mailing Address
RR RED DEER AB T4N 5E4

This search found establishments
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APPENDIX Contd

j/ct cetion pjsIrnava reçfljt/regflst kj

Key To Function Codes
Slaughter Cattle Calves Sheep lambs arid goats Swine Horses Poultry

Rabbits Others

Ritual Slaughter Halal Kosher

Canning Poultry Meat Red Meat Rabbit Meat

Boning and Cutting Poultry Meat Red Meat Rabbit Meat
EdIble Rendering

Casing Preparation

Other Processing Poultry Meat Red Meat Rabbit Meat

Packaging Labelling and Storing
InedIble Rendering

Facilities for inspection of detained or imported meat products Cooked frozen
boneless beef from South America Other than cooked frozen boneless beef from South
America Not requiring refrigeration US From the United States of America
10 Storage Only Cold Storage Dry Storage
11 Establishments approved for export to specified markets Please be advised that the

approval of the establishments may be limited to specific products and/or that restrictions may
apply For details on the eligibility status of the establishment click on the following link and consult

cabIeseGtro1onternarkeliater11
httpllwww.inspection.gc.ca/english/fssa/meavia/man/ch li/il 7eshtml

Mexico Japan United States Australia South Africa European Union
Switzerland Ukraine Argentina Brazil Hong4ong Chile Malaysia
Indonesia Russia China Saudi Arabia Singapore Peru Vietnam
With the exception of St-Pierre et Miquelon
12 Trichina Treatment Facilities
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APPENDIX

Equine Anatomy
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APPENDIX

Sampling of Photos Attached to EID Forms
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EID Forms

years old but

and his ancestry
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to cover

Below is an EID purportedly for an 18-year-old mare that was listed as workhorse

This ED has multiple errors The EID owner signature do not match The mares age
was scratched out and written over beside 18 on closer examination of

the original photo the scratched out number be 30 Instead of phone
number for the owner the field Under Drugs section
white-out tape

large box and an
marked in the
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The EID befow shows what could possibly be 20-year-old pregnant mare who appears to

be close to term Her enlarged betly and prominent milk vein leads us to believe that she
was weeks to month before foaling however the EID does not state the sex of this

horse
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On this EID someone has written the word MULE on the description As weU different

heights have been entered 122 and 152 on the EID and 151 on the accompanying
photo
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Stun Box Design
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Canadian Horse Defence Coalition

150 First Street

RO Box 21079

Orangeville Ontario L9W 4S7
Phone 250 768-4803

Email 1iefehorsescanadaojg
Web wwdefendhorsescangg
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